CAFE Virtual Book Study

Chapter 1 & 2 Questions

- What stands out for you as the most significant aspect of these chapters?
- How would you describe the purpose of CAFE?
- As a classroom teacher, what could you relate to in this reading?
- What is your perspective on grouping children by strategy instruction and not level (pg.7)?
  What might be the pros and cons of this strategy be?
- What is the pensive? What are the parts? What is the purpose?
- What question(s) do you still have after reading these chapters?

After reading chapters 1 & 2, answer 2 of the 6 questions above and type them in your learning journal.

Great! You now have read chapters 1 and 2! Congratulations! You should have also answered 2 questions in your learning journal. Now, I want you to use what you have read and answer the following questions by responding to CAFE Voice Thread 1.

- In both Daily 5 and CAFE, how is fair different from equal?

- How will using strategy group forms change / improve your instruction & lesson planning? How does it support flexible groups instead of forming ability groups?